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Abstract:

Games on demand, a.k.a., cloud gaming, refers to a new way to deliver computer games to users, where computationally complex games are executed on powerful cloud servers, the rendered game scenes are streamed over the Internet to gamers with thin clients on heterogeneous devices, and the control events from input devices are sent back to cloud servers for interactions. In late 2000’s, we started to see cloud gaming services offered by startups, such as OnLive, G-cluster, Gaikai, and Ubitus. We also witnessed that Gaikai was acquired by SONY, which is a major game console developer. This was followed by the competition between Sony's PlayStation Now and NVIDIA's Grid Game Streaming Service, which further heats up the cloud gaming market.

In this talk, I will give an overview of the technical challenges in developing cloud gaming systems, what we have done, and how much remains to do. I will start from the development of GamingAnywhere, an open-source cloud gaming system, followed by a number of studies based on the open system, including the feasibility of mobile cloud gaming, the provisioning of QoE during a game session, and the consolidation of virtual machines running cloud game servers. More recent researches on how to reduce communication overhead and speed up the infamous latency problem in cloud gaming will also be covered. I'd like to conclude this talk via an interactive discussion with the audience to get to the question "Are we there yet?" for the cloud gaming era.
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